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die fact-that students' with disabilities·terid . 
' .• .. ,· . ; . 
R!. -· se:a(cbers. sene~ - ·Rodriguez, -t~ -tie ~nc1~r~mp19yoo'." S.cJta_tig11en~y is .• Eli~ l?e~;~~ch~ug~e~~y:·.·-ajicf,j o~,n . · 'ass?ci~~e::Pra,C,ess?r·.~flsrchol~~ Y: ~ is ... . , edr~, \".eie) ecently aW"~d_:~ the_ pn~c,p~ ~nv~sug~or. ~d director of ~.:·J:£ ,· 
. gral!t _from . th~. ,.µ.s . .. Depart~el!t ·. of ~e. proJect;_ s.~ ·~as-~s,o ~ntten a number 11, ~, 
'Education~ to: )iead · a fbasearch project of JOUQlal artJC}es concemmg'A~p.: ·. , , 
> . I •. ' : abo,ut~_,fo!l~g~~.a~~.: .. ~ ul~-:~t th -.,'A~~ntion .. ·.. . a r ~orJ?,n,g.-.vith ~~~t GY,Sl!;s~d~nt,s .... 
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· :_:D,efi~~-t:-~*4 ctiy,~:,pis,6#f¢r'.-(~!)ljD);: · ,. dec1~1o~~~pgJAC!JCf ~C?r~_·,w1~h;!1J.t;iµ,ti'.' 
· :_ ··-The-'resW~h-teruht•has 'been: ·working · S,cJaaughency, . .-Pedraza,· and. ~odriguez . ;'·: 
;\ sinceJ .ta¢6 :'tih]he:'~~pii&tion p~c~sr and . hope ,to. determine. what. the best cf.ecisi61t~ ... 
-,th~ pr~seiiiaW,p· ,;,r: ,hefr·proposa1 to the making .mode1 tor individual college· .. 
,, Pepaitmeitt . of ·Educatio'n's ·.Office . of students IS. . . . . . . .. : 
~spcdal Education·and:Rehabilitation. the . "The .IJ)O~el is ,about how tov' m~e ·' 
gf@t-;is;f~r over $300,000 and will. last decisio~s," R~guez ,s~d. :';Our dat_awill . .. : 
· . ·uritil'.the fall of 1999. . help individual Students decide whether a .· 
':"· ~Th~re has not been a Jot of research on particular solution is right for themselves . 
adtilt's with :ADD; it ·has·-~eri more a in dealing with ADD in a college set!ing· ... : 
domain of people w·ho work with But out data could work as a model fo~ aey -: .
children," said Rodriouez, who is assistant · individ_u_al d~ing Wi!h any disabili_ty." · . 
. · .. ·professor ofPsychol6gy.: .. . '·' . Because the:s~uderitsthat he researchers,.· 
The study is called "Public Access" wiU be ~6rk,ing,with _this semester will be 
because -of the "round that the trio is on medication for. their disability, the 
hoping to bre~~ as the disorder often researchers also hope to study the effects 
serves as "a barrier to education and . of that Dledication,. . 
employment.;, . . · · Most ofth~ peopl~ with ADHD are on 
-There are three ··pieces · to the · basic the ~e~ic~t~~n,_. R_H~lin:; ~?~~X~!i,, as ., 
context of the project. First is the fact that Rodriguez pomted out, sometimes a lower 
"s:ollege-age students with disabilities are dosage than what the person is on may 
less·Jikelyto go to college, and _those who work just as well as, but not very much 
do go to college are less likely to graduate research '._has been done concerning the 
from college," said Schaughency. The subject. Ita lower dosage can be used with 
the same effectivene~s, it would eliminate, 
or lessen the degree of, some of the side 
effects often experienceiby Ritalin users. 
The researchers hope to develop 
and science communities as well, 
Rodriguez said. 
See GRANT, page 4 
January marks income tax season; students urged to use 'Telefile' 
t 
BY ROBBIN MELTON 
EDITOR 
W ith the arrival of each new year comes the long dreaded, long awaited income tax season, As 
full-time students employed part-time, 
previous filers must be aware of changes 
and improvements made in the filing 
system, while new filers must assume the 
responsibility of filing their own income 
tax returns. 
Not only are wages earned from 
employment taxable, but taxable income 
also includes taxable scholarships and 
fellowships, foreign income, earned 
interest or dividends, tips, self-
employment or investment income, and 
canceled debt. 
Canceled debt refers to debts in excess 
of $600 that are canceled or forgiven by 
financial institutions, credit unions or 
government agencies. Debtors will receive 
Fonn 1099-C showing the amount owed. 
A copy is also sent to the IRS, and must be 
reported. 
Other income considered taxable 
includes: awards, prizes and other 
winnings, and foreign income. 
Due to recent tax law changes, 
participants in employer-provided 
educational assistance plans in 1995 or 
1996 may be entitled to refunds. 
According 10 the IRS Tax Supplement 
1997, the new law "reinstates the Internal 
Revenue Code Section 127s annual 
exclusion from income of up to $5,250 of 
educational assistance benefits." Although 
retroactive to Jan. I, 1995, the new law 
does not include graduate-level courses 
that began after June 30, l 996. 
Participants shoi,ld obtain Fonn I 040X 
and related infonnation by calling (800) 
829-3676. 
Students should also be aware that even 
though they may be claimed as a 
dependent on someone else's tax return, it 
is only applicable if the student's income 
exceeds the amount specified in the tax 
instructions. In this case, students must file 
their own tax return, and for those who do 
not have enough income to file but had tax 
withhe!d, it is advised that a return be tiled 
for a refund. 
This year, the IRS strongly encourages 
students to file their income taxes through 
Telefile, a telephone filing process that 
taJces only 10 minutes. This year, one of 
five Michigan taxpayers is expected to file 
a retum via Telefile. However, of nearly 
three million people who used Teleftle la~t 
year, half of whom were under 25 years of 
age used Telefile. In a survey of those who 
used Telefile, 92 percent were satisfied 
with the system and 99 percent planned to 
use Telefile again. 
According to Arlene Kay, IRS Michigan 
district director, "the special Telefile tax 
package received in the mail must be used. 
"Refunds should be received in about 
three weeks. Taxpayers can have their 
refund deposited directly into their bank 
account. If there is a balance due, the 
taxpayer has until April 15 to send the 
• money to the IRS. The Telefile call is 
completed with a confinnation ~umber the 
taxpayer can use if there are any 
subsequent questions," continued Kay. 
Only recipients of the 1040 TEL tax 
see TAXES, page 2 
. . ijl' ' ' .. ' _: ); .;,sni~erits-have/ ~fltil::,tht Jrici':oi/.' }~ :;!~ting ··has alre~y Jaken Bfte y: . . · ·., · _: thi~ 'se~ 1er:ili' 11tteotit irilini11.g~· place). The group meets from 1-
. · . ' · ,.:.: .•. ·_ ,-, •··\·- · _·; ·,·/·-~~ sessioi --10;:_·reniaiib~~l~igible·": to -'---8/' pm · at · Brandywine· Realty 
Leann ' .Schitz ,,i:>f~},B~aver " work; ·., -~ <'. ·,.. · :, · · Offi¢e;· 1605W. Washington (M-
Colleg~,-Glen~ide,' ·PA wm-~ -Sessions ~~vailable·:oo the 57). . 
on campu.~ }~i~ .,\V~-}l~~~tioo~ ' '• Alleocfale .. :. campus .. are. : as ' ~udsooville- The . first and 
about study :a~road :option~ on follows: · ' third Tuesday each month, (next 
Tuesday, f~b.J~; .9 am N 2 pm Tues.·F~b. 4 fr~m 9-11 am., . m¢eting 2/4). The group mee.ts 
.and· 3 pm~Spm at 115 Student. Tues. March fl from 10 am- ft:om ,7-8 pm at Fellowship 
Services Building . . Fo~ more 12 pDl; Mori: March,24, froin 1- Reformed Church, 6610 36th 
to-· vital information regarJ:ljng. 
pubiic employees' ' past, : 
including , .-public, · . school· 
employees. The language that·. . 
was originally removeed from 
House Bill 5726 allowed school 
districts to deny parents info; 
about employees regarding 
professional misconduct or 
employee evaluations. 
Info. ~all . _the. Office. of . 3 prµ;· and Thurs; April 10 from . Avenue. 
International Affairs, 104 STU, 9-11 a.m.· · · Grand Rapids- The second __________ _ 
895-3898: and.fourth Tuesday each month, 
Returning adults often face 
unique challenges, need~, and 
concerns. Having. a place to 
gather with others can help to 
not only identify and clarify 
these issues; but also to sustain 
eh~h other through this time of 
change. Participants can expect 
a structured yet casual 
atmosphere of mutual support, 
facilitated by trained 
· professionals who have shared 
in the collective experience of 
the adult returning student. 
. There will be Spring Break (next meeting Jan. 28). The 
Training . program for students group meets from 7-8 p.m. at 
starting Mon. Jan. 27. Hospice of Greater Grand 
Registration is next week during Rapids, 1260 Ekhart NE. 
Rec. Center hours. Call X-2600 Also in G.R.- The first and 
for information. third Wednesday each month; 
from 1-2 p.m. (next mee~ng 
2/5) at Hospice, 1260 ··Ekhart 
NE. 
No advanced registration is 
required for any of these 
groups. Call (616) 356-5248 for 
more information. 
The group begins Monday, 
January 27. Meetings will be 
3:30 p.m.-5 p.m., at 204 STU. 
Those of you who saw fellow 
collegues wearing black ribbons 
last Monday saw not only a 
symbol of the "peace, justice, 
freedom, and equality that Dr. 
Martin Luther King stood for," 
but also a "silent protest" to the 
fact that GVSU is open on the 
official national holiday in honor 
of Dr. King. 
There will be a Blood Drive 
at Calvary Baptist Church, 
1200 28th Street SE, on Jan. 23, 
from 2:30-8 p.m. Drop-ins are 
welcome, or you can call 243-
3674 to schedule a donation or 
for more info. 
0 • Fine Gems & Diamonds For Sale 
There will be student 
employee training at the 
Eberhard on Mon. Feb. 17 from 
1-3 p.m. and Monday, March 17, 
from 1-3 p.m. in room 414. 
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Kaplan helps you focus 
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Hospice of Greater Grand 
Rapids is offering Grief Support 
Groups in the following 
locations: 
Greenville- The second 
Wednesday of every month (the 
The Michigan Senate voted 
Dec. IO to allow parents access 
• Full Custom Design, Repair . Engraving 
• Original Design Solitaires 
• Appraisals , Estate Jewelry Purchases 
Jeweler's Workshop, Ltd. 
1624 U'Onard NW. Grand Rapids, MI 49504 
(616) 791-6.'iOO 
Ronald A. Pauen. President 
~•.,t1 * IA ~I S S * o't'!~ ..t) ~1-.r Doll~, e~II 
$ . YES, IT'S ALL REALLY $1.00! * 
GIFTS, PAR1Y NEEDS AND SNACKS, 
HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS AND TOOLS 
JEWELRY AND HAIR ACCESSORIES, 
HEAL TH AND BEAU1Y AIDS, 
AND MUCH, MUCH MOREi 
6193 LAKE MICHIGAN DR. • ALLENDALE 
(In Family Fare Plaza) 
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BY ROBBIN MELTON . ; . . . . . ' ' 
EDITOR . belts, :weak. ·alternators,· worn ·:ho'~s, air filter, wipers, iights and 
'-·' ···* igQi_!!q~,:\ v
0
ire~ .. ~r}.out-of~~une:. sig~~s and !ires_: ; ' ... · .. · ' 
. engines:··':· :... · · ; . · · ;.Howeyer; . in ·case> of . 
·A· S 1' the Mich,igan,0 winter "Unfoi't~na'tely; .. too· .. many ·bre~kdowp, ' motqrists, shouid, 
·: ·., take·s .us·,, py '' storm, motorists,. waft ·unti_(_a: -~~hicle alway~ . ·h·av_e ·:·11n ·'. e~erge~cy:-
. ;- . motorists _can 'prevent fai)S.!tO :sta,it before. having the breakd9wn, ~it On hand. If the 
accidertts' . and :-:<'\' foads.ide .: jgn iti~rf ,.syste,m .::>che~ked, ' . as . ~ vehicle· ·,.becomes,·: . ~i_sliQled, 
breakdowns by exercisi~g care;. recci'mineiipe'd .. :. by ' ·':'ttie ' activate'(haiaid 'warning :lights 
and precaution, and a little Qit o( ·manufacturer," said Peter immediately. and pull . off the 
common sense. , Erickson, . .· AAA Services . toad. If . 11vai1abfo; ·flan~s · or 
According to the . American ·. director. ·.'· . ret1eciive • triangles should be 
Auto~obi~.,:A~so~iaticin · (~AA), · . .In,, ad~idon to maint~ini'ng placed behind .·the vehicit;!'s tires. 
'" .. 
~h(ine: -89'5-.,455·1 '-· .. • 
.. -----=::~~ 
. ' ' 
· onN:oy·KE ·· 
,'Mahager __ 
.. ~... ' 
·· Auto :Supply· 
on.e · in ff~ Emergenc;y Road :·recommended maintenance, If -motorists choose. io remain. 
Service calls pertained to dead · Eri~ksoi_J · advises motorisft,( to inside the vehicle1 windows · · 
batteries last year. Not only were perform a 12-point basic - should be closed and doors 
calls · receiv~d _.f<>r wom~out. inspection . on the battery; a·ll should be . tocked. And if 
batteries, ,outJ<>r~$.Upj)ing,:driv~ .. flui~s,; po~.~r ;~t~.n_ng, .. '?ells .l!_nd . s.~meone _approaches t~e vehicle .. 
. ' .: '. ' ' . : :~;:,. ',_ ' ' ' ,, /' . · .. :· ·-, '.!.'': . ' ,. ' . ' ,• . " : ' offeriµg ' assistance, ' speak 
KEN.@WA. 
~ .. • '• .. r~.-~· ~., '·-~ , _, 
. .. of Allendale Inc. 
Winter Driving Read iness 
* 
: _thtoug~ . a .. c~os~ .w,ihd~w, land 
· , request that the individual phone 
·.· for h_elp. 
When . driving, motorists can 
. prevent · accidents by ,k~eping a 
six-second distance . between 
their vehicle and the one ahead of · 
them; Because i,ce-slickc;d, sn<>w-
clogged roadc; shorten sfopping 
distance, drivers ·should pick out 
a road marking or sign, and count 
off six seconds to determine jf
adequate distance. ~~ 
Drivers should also clear all ice 
and snow from the vehicle to 
improve visibility; adhere to 
speed limit postings; avoid 
sudden stops, starts and turns; 
and . ~1~e gently,.Jn the winter 
driving season, motorists should 
always anticipate potential 
dangers in order to make the 
necessary adjustments to avoid 
collisions or loss of control of the 
vehicle. 
* 
* 
Department of Public Safety 
Tip of the Week 
WINTER CAR CARE 
> Be sure and perform a visual inspection of your headlights on a regular basis to make sure they are 
in good working order. Clear headlights of both ice and snow before driving to insure good visibility. 
> Make sure your car battery is strong. Carry jumper cables as an extra precaution 
> Keep extra windshield washer tolvent in your car at all times. 
> Know what your insurance policy covers; ie. road service/towing? 
> Keep an extra set of keys in your donn room or apartment in case you are 
locked out of your vehicle. 
* 
> If your car breaks down, DO NOT STAND in front of or behind your vehicle. 
Next week ... Winter Driving Tips. 
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·WILLARD·ENSING 
Owner·· - , · 
ENSING A(JTO SERVICE, INC. 
Auto Repair Specialist 
6815 Lake Michigan·Dr. 
Allendale, MI 4940 I 
Phone: ( 616) 895-6 J 63 
........ , .iltfi ', 1 \ 
HiJOSONUILLE TRANSMISSION, INC. 
CLASSIQUE AUTO BODY 
FOREIGN• DOMESTIC• RUTOMRTIC • STRNDRRD 
DRIUE AHLE• CLUTCH REPAIR 
Phone: (616) 669-2226 
· (616) 892-4446 
FRH: (,616) 669-3748 
(Corner of Chicago Dr.) 
4318 NEW HOURND 
HUDSONUILLE, Ml 49426 
BOB DEATON and 
JOE SPIELMAKER 
Phone 532-6777 
Managers 
MIDAS MUFFLER SHOP 
1437 28th St. S.W. 
GRANO RAPIDS, Ml 49589 
Rosewood Auto Service, Inc. 
Complete Auto Service 1250 Rosewood 
Jenison , Michigan 49428 
(616) 457-2510 
I I TOM POTGETER, Owner ffl : LARGE 16 inch Pizza: I I (616) 895-4354 : with cheese l'or $5.00 l 
I J' I 
: +$1.00 for each ac£cfitiona[ topping. l 
I I 
I 'I 
I COUPON I 
I I 
RllENDRL.E UTO REPHIR 
: For coffe9e students only No Limit l. 
I I .. l Accept coupons of competitors in Affe.rufofe area l 
J ___ ,,.._~--~-------~~~- .-~----------------· 
GENERAL RUTO REPAIR 5575 LRKE MICHIGAN ORIIJE 
TOWING ALLENDALE, MICHIGAN 49481 
··t . f': 
BY C.D. BORG£ 
SPORTS EDITOR 
T. he faculty and staff fund-raising campa~gn ended on December--~1., · and is 
. expec,ted to surpass· last· year's 
total. 
. The campaign, which is aimed 
at all ·· OVSU faculty and 
employees, has raised over $1~.ooo; with nearly 57 percent 
contibi1tion 'rate. 
The figure is . already $2000 
-more than last year, arid there are 
still . more donaiions· to be 
counted. 
1}1e donations go to various 
. scholarship and endowment 
funds which provide for -those 
~rig them to ~~t~~d qvsu:, . 
Nancee Milier,-·the, 'coordinator 
of the ~anipaig~. said ·that the 
. . 
continuing trend is to. gf ve. 
"We're very pleased," said. 
Miller. !'The . whole premise of 
, . 
:''' ,; . ., 
When· the final results are 
complete, tl)ey will set a new goal 
for next :year.· 
To Miller, the endowments will 
grow with faculty and staff 
contributions. 
"Over the the past few years, 
the funds have continued to 
grow," said Miller. 'They grow 
. as • student' interest and 
involvement ~ontinues to expand, 
anq I see . that.-as something that 
wiUJceep happening.;, 
Commlttee :·.formed -~·o ·protect 
animals U$ed. bf Grand vclney 
BY 1os~A M. LAMERS. compliance with all reg1ll~tions the housing and care of the 
STAFF WRITER regarding the care and treatment animals must meet federal 
· In response to faculty 
. concerns regarding Federal 
· regulations applying to the 
care and treatment of vertebrate 
of all vertebrate animals in regualtions," Lombardo stated. 
classroom experiments . on In order to fully comply with 
campus. . the laws the university will be 
animals on campus, Grand 
Valley is institutiog an 
· ,"-... "· ., , lnstitutign"1.; Animal.,,Care and 
Use Committee (IACUC). 
"Each class that uses live required to add a laboratory 
vertebrate animals, each technician as well as a have a 
research projct that uses live veterinarian to which the 
\'.~ne~ra~, l!!IJmaI1; ..,Ji~ ·.to~ be University can refer in the event 
first .approved by lli.~ '1ACUC to o·f a health cohcem 'regardih'g the 
make sure that the . care and animals. The committee's main 
purpose is to make sure that the 
University is in compliance with 
these Federal regulations which 
apply to the care of all vertebrate 
animal. 
According to Biology 
Professor and IACUC chair, 
Michael Lombardo, Grand 
Valley faculty can now receive 
Federal Funds. The IACUC can 
ensure that the University is in 
treatment of the animals is in 
compliance with federal 
regulations," Lombardo said. 
There is a room located in the 
new science complex designed 
for the .purpose of holding all 
animals which will be used in 
various experiments and 
research at Grand Valley. 
"In order for us to keep 
animals for any length of time, 
''There are two reasons why 
we have this programt 
Lombardo said. "One is 
obviously so that we are in 
compliance with federal 
regulations. The other reason is 
because it is for the protection of 
the animals." 
Board of Contro·I gains new member 
Former speaker of the House of Representatives Paul Hillegonds was recently appointed to the Grand 
Valley Board of Control by Governor John 
Engler. 
Hillegonds, who is a graduateof the 
University of Michigan, succeeds Charles 
Conville, whose term expired at the end of 
last year. Hillegonds term will expire on 
December 31, 2004. 
Hillegonds represented Holland, his 
home town, in the House for 18 years, and did not 
seek re-election last year. 
. ............................... " 
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SAVING YOU MONEY 
ON YOUR NEW AND 
USED TEXTBOOKS 
NEXT TO THE WATERl'OWER 892r-4ffl> 
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",~a·: ---~.~e·· .. :. ·r·.'._,_ ·e·: ,..-~;s:·:~ ;;.n~:_::-~::s ..· )·1~ . l1~·1·;1~,  i~,'-.~.:):.;~1.:n·-.~-_ .·~g-. ./_.:· ··a· < ;~~e'.,'.'. · :e· . . ·_.,,p·: ·; __ :. :e_, _· -~ ·11:1···./· .  ·. 
~ -~ :~. >·. ~ ;Ir'-~ _; i .: ~ ::. _: -~:,-·"• -~:;11~ ~;:._: . : ··~-. ·•• ! • . ~r-. -
I. t beCffl.ie. J>airifully' manifest,· . . Ide~~ have-'· c9nseq~e_nce~·. the Supreme:,Court, warned u,s" encounige. him to practice what . fr~ijl ~~~hg · his m,tjcle,_:that., Some ideas··· _h1ve·:·., ~esfr~~le ·what' '\vo~·ld ·'.. happen if we he ~reacltes. H~ ~an do this, ~ -Shaw_n Jan,ies Haff, student · . Mr; Hayes-'.,needs a. refresher ,. con,seq~ences and~'>.~ have ~ .re bebJlyed our moral bii~- president ,-of CmemaTECH, . by 
courseinthe .wisdomandvirtuea . c9nseq~ences. )~ ; Calif<>rnia,. Mr. -Haye~ isworried ;tbatMr. not accepting.any ·mcfoey from 
. free society must possess iQ order · teenagers brutally raped; tor:rured .Lubben. and I. are .:trying to · the Stud~iu Life Fee. That way, 
to enjoy'the capaci9~s:arnount of an~-~ui'dere<fa ypunigirhvho · "force" oth~rs-'on campus to he wori't"I,~ "forcing" his anti-· 
rr,eedom~ , aiid .. privileges . our had:listeried tO· f~e' heavy metal · follow ·our beliefs. Yet at - the . American values on Mr. Lubben 
foundlog fathers gave A·meiican · band.-Slayer/ ~hich' writes lyrics same time, with a stiaighqa~e; and I. 
society.,·. . . pr_atsing _tape .: Mur~e..r and.· all ·. Mr. H~yes accepted ',,$13,SlO It is time for.Americans t<;> start 
The.· :: idea . · of "freedom" · kinds '. 'of hideous ' acts. The from the. student life fee for talking about' the responsibilities 
. espoused PY our liberal friends is . murd~:r· \Vas puplicated . after a . CinemaTECH's use. Mr. Lubben of being a free people. If we 
quite deceiving. Our country was Slayer song. Too bad Mr. Hayes and I were "forced" to give over persist in ignoring our 
founded on the idea of freedom: · sees no connection between our money to an organization that responsibilities, we will continue 
with' wisdom and virtue: Edmond "tewd and ob~cene pictures" and ·is constantly violating our morat to see the social decline that is 
Burke said· it best, "What · is the . "corruption of the public and ethical conscience. Simply unprecedented in Western 
libe'rty ;ithout ;isdom . and mind .. ;and {th~}· debauching of demanding that_ our 'money be History. Grand Valley is at a 
without vinue? It is the ~atest the manners' of th~ youth." used . to promote the Judeo- ctbssroad, we can continue to 
of all possible evils; for-it is folly, Mr. Hayes.is also ignorant as to Christain values that made this allow . immorai ideas to be 
vice · and ·· madness, · without what is America's moral base. country·. great is nol forcing presented . in . the name ·of 
restraint." We certainly see a lot The vast majority of our founding · anything on anyone. It is called tolerance, or we can talce a stand. 
of "folly, v'ice and ·madness" i n· ·· fathers ko.ew_· that. the Christain · exercising our God given 'rights. · We can stand by supporting 
the movies CinemaTECH funds, religion ·was the moral base that If Mr. Hayes is really worried virtue, · traditional American 
but it is sorely lacking wisdom America was built on: John Jay, about the evil of forcing one morals and responsibility. Which 
and virtue. · · America's first chief Justice of person;s values on another, then I side are you on? 
What reall :y · is virto .e? 
BY JAMES CLASS 
STUDENT SENATE PRESIDENT 
life is to have the right people 
doing the right things. I hope we 
all find our niche to give the 
public the best life it's had. 
·'.Mathematics 
:and · 
.Statistics 
· Clu~ J\1eetJng 
· .,. ··· aaYI'i'an~¥3o i:tf(Iic.-
. ·;~'W? 1./ f ..,"'_., -,~· h ,:t,.., .. >r ;·i::( .. -~:; 
,;a,,i;9<~3'·00:PM~r~T'. 
A2eiida: . · · 
1) t5isc'ussion of FREE, 
student membership to 
the Mathematical 
Association of America 
2)Distribution of c'lub 
t-shirts, 
3) Discussion of career 
opportunities fot 
mathematics and 
-Statistics majors, led by 
Dr. Fishback. Learn 
what GVSU alumni in 
the mathematics 
sciences are now·doing. 
REFRESHMENTS 
WILL BE SERVED!! 
r· ALL INTERESTED ,.. 
I . STUDENTS ARE ,, 0. n the pages of the Lanthom, the challenge has . arisen: will the 
Student Senate seek to fund inore 
"virtuous" programming with 
Student Life Fee money? 
organization to a deeply split and 
factionalized one. Furthennore, 
the majority of the "virtuous" 
would be able to impose their 
definition of virtue over everyone 
who disagrees. 
"virtue"? Sure - if such 
programming lives up to the 
criteria by which we test all 
groups. The Student Senate will 
ensure that no one wastes money 
and that campus life stays active, 
but we have a certain role to play 
on this campus, and we are going 
to stick with it. 
---~-~------------------
·eefore we can answer this 
question, we need to examine the 
ideas upon which it rests. First of 
all, we must determine precisely 
the meaning of the word 
"v·inuous." 
Anyone who has taken Ethics -
or even PHI IOI - realizes that 
the definition of virtue has 
preoccupied the minds of 
scholars ever since the days of 
Aristotle (and perhaps before). 
Furthermore, philosophy only 
. speculates upon virtue. The 
millions of people who attempt to 
practice vinue through religion 
will each have a definition based 
on the wisdom of their 
experience. 
In short, we find that no 
universal definition of virtue 
exists in the present. If we were 
to demand the Student Senate 
draw the line on virtue we would 
be placing the initial definition of 
virtue in the hands of eight 
people (llhe Allocations 
Committee) and then in the hands 
of 35 people (the General 
Assembly). 
As one can foresee, such a 
situation would engender 
philosophical war. The Student 
Senate would change from a 
resolving and cooperative 
• 
Such battles do not pertain to 
the function and mission of the 
Student Senate. Our job with 
Allo~atioos matters is· to provide 
a system of neutral criteria for 
groups to benefit the campus, We 
have very few legal demands to 
interfere . with group funding 
(political causes, advancement of 
religion, etc.}, but our decisions 
generally concern overall benefit 
to campus - not content of the 
message. 
Luckily, students can still work 
to bring speakers that they find 
particularly suitable to their taste 
by getting involved in one of the 
many programming 
organizations. Ideas and Issues 
brings speakers; Cinematech 
brings films; and Sound 
Spectrum brings concerts. These 
are only a few of the groups that 
"create" campus life - and all of 
them would love to have you join 
and learn how programming 
works. 
Keep in mind that every 
student holds the right 10 join any 
student organization (Greek 
groups excluded). To see 
different kinds of people come to 
the campus, go to where the 
decisions about performers 
belong: with the people who 
know programming better rhan 
politics. 
So are we going to fund more 
• 
f.ounty of Ottawa 
1-letµLh Deparl mcnl 
FAMILY 
PLANNING 
Hudsonville Office: 
Telephone: 669-0040 
Coopersville Office: 
Telephone: 837-8171 
• • Hours· I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. . . 
If ypµ want to become more 
involved in student life 
organizations, you should give 
the Student Life Office a call at 
895-2345, And if you stop by the 
Kirkhof Center, and you find that 
you want to improve life here at 
Grand Valley, swing on over to 
the Student Senate office and fill 
out an application. 
I I 
The key to a healthy student 
: 1/8 mi west on Lakewood from US 31 : 
·-------~l~~i~~---------· 
I Sera-Tee Coupon -- I 
I New Donors receive $25 for 
1 I first donation and $25 for second donation in the same week _J 
------
BE A PLASMA DONOR ... 
BECAUSE LIFE IS 
EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS 
MonJThrs ...... _ .•........•. 8-S 
Tues.JWedJFri ............. .8-S:30 
Be A Life 
Saver-
Become A 
Plasma 
Donor! 
Receive 
$20.00 
for every 
donation. 
Ser-a-Tee Biologicals 
Limited Partnership 
1973 S. Division 
Call for more information: 241-6335 
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, :::A:..:~ y~u. one o,f ~ose ~~dents \\'.ho as ,constantly nmnmg. ·, , ,~ :.····.:·: 1.,- ,~\ .. . ,. . . . 9,, ... r:,·,,•t,-n:,, .,., .... 
..  :af.l:~~:~:=:::.:t:z:::.~::) i '.;;·~;,JfrWlfl!~~; (j1Iii·_· 
class; thaf~~ -.alre~y . begun;.and· felt th~ eyes pf ev.~ryone· in .~e.; . '. : ( . ..)'.:,·,/ ·=.· ,;:S?' :,, i:,,:;;5,~ ,' 
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For th6se'.of us who.know h~tit is like to·~ on time each and 
eyery day,' it'is ag~vapng· fo let one of those·· students who' is . 
consisJently tardy, irit<? our row,, . :. . .. ,: .. . • ,, .. ·· 
,· We get to ~lass early. in ordei to get comfo~bie, . arid to take out. 
_ the iie:cessacy mate_-ials. )Ve .gef.settled ·in ,for a rousing )ectu~ on 
·. th.e· fyac~riiig, properti~s / of'. feldsp~; : ~d -llloniL CC>meit Mr.IMS. 
. Tardy_ .to ' DUllce· you niove ·your backpack .thatiyou bad 'placed 
, cdmfortably 011 the o~n.,s~t in front ofyou. ·Mr./Ms: Tardf s next 
move·· was also very' predictable:· remove tiie' coat ari!'.f drape -it all 
over our notebook. · · . · · · · 
. We h~ve. a!,i. e~~rienced _ both · ~f -th~se . scenarios,' so please 
everyone, just learn·t(? cope -and everyone look up .the word p-u-n-
c+u-a-1-i-t-y 1~ a dicti(?nary. · · · 
·w~at :.~·~p,pene_d:to . .the 
BigASs rrlJC:k Sbow? 
W hy did WCKS remove the only show with any entertainment value from an otherwise pametic lineup? Was it out of petty jealousy over the fact this 
is the only show that produced a "cult" following? 
The humor derived from Adam and Randall was the only thing 
that kept the station that played all the non-bits, alive. 
; There is only so much techno, rap, industrial, gothic, alternative, 
reggae, disco, and mainstream music that we as a listening public 
can tolerate. It would do everyone a big favor if they only aired the 
Big Ass Truck Show. 
For those of you who now no doubt want to bear some Wesley 
Willis, Lars, or Juan, you'll have to wait and see if they get a time 
slot Why would the Brain Trust at WCKS take the show out of 
their time slot in the first place? Wake up and see that the truck is 
headed straight down the middle of the road! 
The Lanthorn wants to 
hear from you! 
The Lanthom encourages students, staff and faculty to submit letters on any topic pertaining to the Grand Valley campus and other related issues. 
Although we understand that some of you may be intimidated by 
or feel leery about having your very own words printed in a 
publication, that's what we're here for. We' re here for you! Please 
submit all letters of 250 words or less to The Lanthom at 100 
Commons. Call 895-2460 for further details. 
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BY ROBBIN MELTON 
EDITOR . 
that can create white-out 
. 0: .. n Jan. 16; an excess of 
· : 250 schools and 
· · ·. businesses clo~ed down 
as a result · of an approaching 
blizzard. Inundated with snow 
accumulations of up to 12 inches; 
a windcbill factor of-20 or -30 
below;··\\'.ind gusts of up_to 40 
mph; Jake effect snow showers; 
and white-out conditions, 
approximately 15 counties in the 
surrounding area as reported 
by State Police and Ottawa 
County Central Dispatch 
Authority· 
· conditions. All ofthis is done by 
6:00 a.in. . . This _ pertinent 
information is theh handed over 
to administration to'mull over. 
• weather reports Througn a collaborative and 
seemingly elaborate group effort 
The policy further explains that on the part of the university to 
. it will, only .close "all 9r part of its hold class, numerous· students, 
' operations oifry in case of -· faculty and staff braved the 
extreme emergency caused by hazardous road conditibns in 
impassible roads; violent spite of weather reports and 
weather ... or · .other conditions warnings. 
· surrounding area warned 
motorists to stay off the roads. 
Although factories and plants; 
lower and higher institutions of 
education; court houses; 
libraries; banks; shopping malls; 
and even several Goodwil.l! and 
Salvation Amiy sites deci~d to 
shut their doors, Grand Valley 
State University remained ever 
faithful to its constituents and 
welcomed us to class with open 
anns. 
Not until nearly noon-time was 
the statement issued that Grand 
Valley State University was 
closed. 
As stated in the Emergency 
Closing Policy of the 
Ad.ministrative Manual of Grand 
Valley State University, the 
following reasons are used to 
evaluate whether or not school 
should be closed: . 
• ability of university road 
crews to keep campus roads 
and parking lots clear 
seriously endangering the health However, if anyone was on 
and safety of students, faculty campus that Wednesday evening, 
and staff." you were well aware of how 
As explained by Allen Wygant, rapidly horrendous the roads 
director of Public Safety, there were becoming, and it was 
are numerous steps that are apparent that road crews 
undertaken prior to closing the -everywhere were unable to keep 
university. Weather conditions up with the approaching blizzard. 
are first monitored by Wygant Although it is our personal 
and the officer on~duty, in choice to venture out in these and 
conjunction with grounds and similar conditions, I fail to see 
facilities staff; Ottawa County; any logic or common sense 
State Police; media; etc. The last exercised in determining whether 
weather check is done prior to or not to close the university. And 
midnight, and around 3:00 a.m. upon analyzing weather reports 
or 4:00 a.m., the officer on-duty and closings throughout that day, 
and the grounds/facilities staff I was astounded that it took so 
fill in Wygant on present weather long for Grand Valley to close, 
conditions at that time. especially when I take into 
All of the surrounding roads: consideration how dangerous the 
68th & 48th Ave., Fillmore, Lake roadways are even on a clear, 
Michigan Drive, and sunny day. 
Cottonwood must be deemed I therefore urge students, 
passable, and accessible by snow faculty and staff (if not 
plows. Then, all campus considered essential) to take 
roadways are evaluated to control of their own personal 
detennine campus accessibility safety in such conditions. After 
based on the condition of the all, if Ottawa County schools. 
parking lots, sidewalks, and and several public service 
steps. buildings, and businesses closed 
• primary and secondary road Other factors that are taken into for the day, why couldn't Grand 
conditions in the account are the wind factor: Valley? 
blowing, drifting, or steady wind 
Is Dr. King Week hypocritical? 
BY ROBBIN MELTON 
EDITOR 
W hile in the midst of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and with the 
upcoming Black History Month 
in February, I am left with a sour 
taste in my mouth. 
Each month, we have marked 
and reserved a period in time to 
honor, recognize and pay homage 
to groups of people or a single 
person, causes, and special days 
and events. But what's the point? 
Why bother? Do even one-third 
of you who participate in these 
and similar holidays truly and 
honestly care about them? 
Calendars are marked with 
endless supposedly important 
events, but why acknowledge 
them if they don't have any 
meaning for you? How does it 
make a difference if you take the 
time out of your overly hectic 
schedule to celebrate and honor 
said holidays if you don't pay 
attention to them or the message 
behind them at any other point in 
time? 
And if you take it a step 
further, how would you feel if 
your birthday came and went 
with all of the pomp and 
circumstance it so rightfully 
deserves, and then after its 
passing, no one acknowledged 
your presence again until 364 
days later. In essence, that's what 
we do during Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Week, Black History 
Month, and hundreds of other 
"designated" holidays we attempt 
to celebrate. 
If you truly believe in a 
something or someone, and if 
you have a true passion for that 
something or someone as we 
more often than not feign, 
doesn't it make more sense to 
incorporate your passion into 
your every day life? And now ask 
yourself if you participate in 
these. nonsensical events, is it just 
for that designated moment or is 
it a part of your life? 
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Campus Concerns 
., 
To :suggest 't~rit' we can honor · 
King ,by honoring someone else·· 
is risky business:. aut at ttie ~isk 
of beitig called a heretic/ a trafror 
· configurations. 
, ' 
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B'\'. RYAN HEjinGE 
CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR 
while they were hiking . at 
Yosemite National park during 
These mail drops were set up in 
advance, and mailed to 
themst;lves at cenain intervals aH 
along their-trip'. 
host~ls that were set up for the a problem n~ar the end of the trip. 
many people who hike the trail. Lee and Justin were both 
their 1995 spring break. 
Grand Valley State The trip that they had in mind University graduate Lee was a hike along the longest · Dart· is in .a class of his continuously marked foot path in . 
own. This last year Dart-, the the world. 
They calculated the time they 
would need to spend on each leg 
of their jqurn~y, and where 
exactly they would be in order to 
receive their packages. 
Not only .were these hostels nursing injuries, on top of the 
much more economical', enormous · amounts of blisters 
averaging be.tween .three and five that they. had acquired over the 
dollars a night, they also offered.. course of their trip. 
them the'opportunity to meet the : The' only way they men found· 
many hikers that traveled the . to that gave them any relief from 
same path. their scores of blisters was the 
former Arts .and Ent~rtainmept This path would taice the two 
editor for the Laothom, and men from Georgia to Maine over 
feUo~. Grand · Valley alumni, the 1course of six ~d a half 
Justi~ Booth;·-decided _to take a months. 
Back hooie, their girlfriends . 
would send their goods on .the 
dates .diilt they.had specified and 
they would have to .make. it into 
town in order to pick them up. 
These hostels were usually magical cure, duct tape. , 
located. close_ . to the ~I, · and · · "Many, ~es we had to li~rally 
were·,nm by friendly, .and helpful wrap our feet in duct tape before. waJk.;..a long walk. They would finally get to 
· They made . the , decision to embark · on their journey on 
make a journ~y that they had March 30, 1996 after nearly a 
They would find their way into 
town to pick up their things, and 
. about once a month they decided. 
to get . a . hotel room in order to 
clean.up. 
locals. we started for the day," Dan said. 
On · most days· the men wouid . During the first three and a half 
cover around 15 miles, but they months Lee dropped from 200 
als9 would have days where they pounds to just over 155, which 
would threaten to break the 30 made him wonder if be would be 
pondered for years. year of preparation. 
· They had both been avid hikers The majority of this planning 
mil~ mark. able to enjoy the finisll of the trip. 
Many days their progress was· The trip itself actually clidn't 
and·' were :also part of the bad to do with the way in which 
inaugural backpacking club their they .. would r~ive their food, 
sophomore year wlrl~li took off at . money, and other necessities .. 
Grarici Yallef in_ the fall of .1_992. In ~ end their.plan was fairly 
The finai decision came ·down simpie, mail drops. . 
. . . ., ,- , · . . . . .· . .. ,.· .. . .·. 
·Often- times they were 
fort~~ate . enough to stay; in 
slowed by the rough terrain. cost the two adventurers all that 
The Appalachian Mountains, much, considering that they both 
being the oldest mouptains in the bad most of the gear necessary to 
world, were by no means an easy make the journey. 
.:~ ... ~·~·{.i2} .:~----·,:.·-:::· ~~.·~ :;>::· 
lee: Dart ~ci Justln'Bo~th take a'.b"ak 'at Dragon's Tooth;--Virglriia· on jhelr journey along the .. 
Appalachlan'·Trall · Photo i:ourtssy ofLse Dart . 
,.;:_: hike. . . . "I've heard estimates that it 
"Some days we had huge would · cost someone around 
: elevation gains, not so much 5,000 dollars to start from 
large climbs, it just felt like we scratch," Dart explained. "I'd 
were going uphill forever," Dan say that 1 · spent around 2,500 
explained. dollars on everything from 
The weather was also a factor, equipment to food and 
; · but it was usually fairly . accommodations." 
: · cooperative. Asked about advice, Dart 
·They had good stretches for explained that putting in plenty of 
days on end with nothing but blue hours in the footwear that you 
skies, but the occasional intend to wear, and doing plenty 
thunderstorm sometimes made of walking leading up to the trip 
the going a little tricky. were the most essential aspects to 
Morale was also a problem that the trip. 
had to be overcome. "Nothing can prepare your 
"I had a difficult period for body for what you're in for," he 
about a month and a half around cautioned. 
the halfway point," Lee noted. Dart will also be speaking on 
"It just wasn't a comforting Thursday night at 9:00 p.m. in 
feeling to look back at all you had room 102 in Manitou hall for the 
been through, and know that you backpacking club. and he would 
were only half of the way done," like to invite anyone that is 
The men's health also became interested, to attend. 
Grand Valley student prepares to study abroad 
BY NICOLE TALLMAN 
GUEST WRITER 
Christina Maki has dreamed of 
studying abroad all of her life. 
Now her dream is about to come 
true. 
Maki, a junior majoring in 
history and minoring in French, 
plans of studying in Aix-en-
Provence, France, this summer 
through Grand Valley State 
University's five week program 
in French language and culture, 
"I want to experience the 
culture and trave,1'' Maki said. 
·'And it's just one of those things 
that you do when you are young 
and exuberant about life." 
By studying at the city's 
institute of French Studies for 
Foreign Students, she hopes to 
become more fluent in French 
and to improve her accent. 
. But the cosmopolitan city of 
150,000 with its narrow roads 
lined with poplar trees, flowering 
villages, and bustling cafes offers 
much more than just a classroom 
experience. 
"Going out and seeing the town 
at night and living the night life is 
what I'm most looking forward 
to," Maki explained. 
She envisions Aix to be her 
opportunity to fully apply the 
Freocb that she bas been studying 
at GVSU since the winter 
semester of her freshmen year. 
Fulfulling her dreams however, 
inevitably entails facing her 
apprehensions. 
Uncertainty is something that 
Maki fears. Although she knows 
that she will be staying in two 
person apartments in the center of 
Aix, not being sure of her actual 
living conditions and not 
knowing her way around the city 
intimidates her. 
Encountering cultural 
problems and misunderstanding 
poses a threat for her as well. 
But Maki's biggest fear 
concerning her voyage to Aix is 
one that plagues and 
conscientious student, 
scholastics. 
"I worry about the studying 
aspect of the trip," Maki 
explained. "That it might 
consume too much time and that 
I won't have the opportunity to 
experience anything else." 
"Being an obsessive 
compulsive studier, I'm afraid 
thar I might get addicted to my 
studies and not have very much 
free time to explore France." 
Cindy Shelner, a senior double 
majoring in English and Spanish 
who studied in Aix along with 18 
other GVSU students last 
summer experienced first hand 
the demands placed upon 
students at the institute. 
"It's not a party," Shelner 
added. ''The classes in France 
are intensive." 
Shelner's academic schedule 
consisted of grammar classes for 
four hours in the morning five 
days a week taught by native 
French professors at the institute. 
Two afternoons out of the 
week, she took a culture class 
taught by a GVSU professor and 
iast year's director of the 
program, Isabelle Gros. 
In addition, Sheloer was 
required to attend lectures of her 
choice at least twice a week. 
The lectures offered by the 
institute covered topics such as 
tourism, French conversation, 
and wine tasting. 
Despite her incredible 
homework load, Shelner found 
plenty of time to engage in social 
and cultural activities. 
During her stay. she went on 
two weekend excursions 
organized by the school, one to 
Avignon and the other to Cassis. 
Shelner explained that it isn't 
necessary to limit yourself.to the 
school's activities. In fact, she 
described two of her weekends as 
being rather "unique." 
Shelner and a few of her fellow 
group members met up with 
some American Air Force troops 
in France that drove them around 
and took them out to dinner for 
free. 
Not only did the troops take 
them to a winery and several 
cafes, she explained, but also to 
Marseille to see the Bastille Day 
fireworks. 
From her experiences in Aix, 
Shelner said that she gained 
confidence in her speaking 
ability and independence. 
"The six hour time difference 
forces you to become 
independent," Shelner said. 
"You can't call home every time 
you have a problem." 
Learning how to budget 
money, how to eat healthy, and 
how to deal with problems as 
they come up are some of the 
benefits which she reaped from 
her stay in Aix. 
On top of that, by studying at 
the institute, Shelner earned 
seven college credits applicable 
toward her French minor. 
Shelner had the opportunity to 
take in a bit more culture by 
doing some extra traveling after 
her five weeks in Aix. 
Spending two days in 
Barcelona, two days in Geneva, 
and IO days in Germany made 
her summer even more eventful. 
She also added that students 
wbo are interested in studying 
abroad should act now because 
every year the program fees as 
well as tuition increase. 
She also noted that the cost of 
GVSU's summer program in 
Mexico has doubled since she 
participated in I 994. 
"The Program isn't getting any 
cheaper, so you can't keep 
putting it off," Shelner explained. 
All told, Shelner spent 
approximately $3,150 .00 in 
program fees to Aix last year 
which covered her round-trip 
airfare, housing, rail travel from 
Paris to Aix, and meal allowance. 
This figure didn't cover the 
expenses she paid for GVSU 
tuition, textbooks, personal 
expenses, passport, or her 
transportation in the United 
States. 
While this sum may seem a bit 
much for most, she added that 
financial aid and study abroad 
grants are available for eligible 
students . 
If you have dreams of studying 
abroad this summer, it isn't too 
late to sign up. Grand Valley also 
offers summer programs in Costa 
Rica, China, England, Germany. 
Japan, Mexico, PQland, and 
Russia. 
Anyone interested in the 
summer programs is urged to 
contact Director of Overseas 
Programs, Alan Walczak a1 the 
Office of Intemational Affairs at 
895-3898. 
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Dr. "artin .L-uther King,Jr. 
week raises awareness on campus (hand Valley 
~~i,;t~_>f!n,.l~ers~~,,. BY RYAN RENIGE CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR . . first research, investigate, and gather ·all .vital. infonnation that· 
will in~ase your under~~ng 
Martin Luther King, Jr. of the problem.· -Know lilL sides Week continues arouncl of the issue: inchiding the odier . the Gra_nd; Valley . party'.s pos'i~oii. : ·· . · 
campus thi's week: :with:~ the 2. F.ducatiori: it is essential to 
conclusion. Of. the·· video series, infoqrt others-about your iSSQe. 
"Eyes on th~ Priz.e," orf Friday; This. . · -. . ·rnfnioiizes 
This- . week bas· helped. to misunderstandings, and gains 
increase awareness :of :the Dr. you~upport ~ sympathy. 
King's . message, that . of . a . 3. Personal · Commitment: 
nonviolent i:evi:!lutioil · n order to Eliminate hidden motives and 
help our country as a wboie. prepare yourself to . accept 
Dr. King also stated a list of his suffering, if necessary, in your 
six steps · to non~iol~nt. social work for justice. 
change that would· help · his 4. Negotiation:Using grace, 
followers to understand exactly · humor, and intelligence, confront 
what he was attempting to ~ the other party with a list of 
portray. injustices and a_ plan for 
I. Infonnation Gathering: In ~ddressing and resolving these 
order to understand and articulate injustices. Nonviolent 
the issue, problem or injustice communication does not seek 10 
facing the community, you must humiliate, but to call forth the 
SQJ(dng from win~er-. Illes?. 
'Bf J~~~L_ARK _-.·, ;'·oui; .. )~ ¢king.rtio'tfJ~ti&n ~ -4ice· 
.COUNS_FJ.ING, CENTER ·.. they. want . to ' hiberriate .-tint fl 
: ·.,'.. - . . · _. . . , :.·spring.··'A-cpmmon 'que·stio~ is 
A.·. s alifo long reside~tof "How do ·( -know·· if T'm so~th_west . . lower . de?re_ssed or it's j_ilst· Janu~ : in . M1ch1gan, I have always Michigan?" There are no.simple_ 
loved ·· the -· "Big · · Lake.'' tests. · 
. Swimming, boating, fishing and. · If you are concerned · about 
watching sunsets are just :a few · your "winter symptoms','.':,-the 
of my favprite Lake Michigan staff at the Counseling Center is 
related activities. available to talk. to you arid help 
Living next to the lake takes you assess wh_atever you·-need; · 
on a little differ~nt meaning .this Meanwhile, you may (ind 
_time of-yew; when the ~nowfall some comfort (or at least 
predictions on the radio are amusement) in the advice' of 
stated in feet instead of inches. . physician A. Conielius· Celsus' 
Unlike· .when I ·was._in gtade from ,the time of the reign· of 
sc_hooi, l 'rind. the reports of Roman_~peror Tibenus: 
closed road~ · and canceled "Live· in rooms _full cOf.·light; 
activities. tQ be discouraging, avoid heavy food; be moderate 
frustrating and at tiQies even · in the drinking of wine; take 
terrifying, depending on what I massage, baths,' exercise and 
had planned. I also notice that gymnastics;Jight insomnia with 
the combination snow. and gray, gentle rocking or .the sound of 
sunless skies seem to make running water; change . 
everyone's load seem a bit surroundings and take long 
heavier. journeys; strictly avoid 
What has been more· frightening ideas; indulge in 
commonly called "cabin fever" cheerful conversation and 
sets in. People come to my amusements; arid listen to 
, office reporting that they feel music" (quoted from "Winter 
; trapped, anxious, "bummed Blues" by Nonnan E. Rosenthal, 
GETTING E AGED 
OR KNOW SOMEONE WHO IS? -
Grand Valley Students! 
"YOU DONT HAVE mSPEND 2 MONIBS PAY (OR DJITION) TO
GET AN EXCELLENT QUALITY ENGAGEMENT 
RING AT HIS STORE" 
Jensen Jewefers 
3473 Kelly St, Hudsonville, Ml (669-1900) 
(Hudsonville P aza, cross from Gemmen's, by the new Family Fare) 
I 0% ADDITIONAL, SAVINGS FOR COLLEGE 
STUDENTS & STAFF WITH THIS AD! 
good in an opponent. 
5. Direct Action: Used to 
morally force the opponent to 
work with you in resolving the 
injustices, direct actiorfimposes a
"creative · tension" · into the 
conflict 
. 6. Reconciliation: Nonviolence 
does not seek to -defeat the 
opponent," but to seek his or her 
friendship and understanding. It 
is directed against evil systems, 
forc~s. policies, and acts, not 
against persons. 
These are the steps that Dr. 
King hoped that would 
eventually lead toward the 
ultimate goal, equality. The 
continuting celebration of this 
holiday ensures that Dr. King's 
work is stiir heiping· to do just 
that today. 
Het:i1t · r,vlces 
. ' ' . . . 
$IS for GVSU s oasecl on campus 
$20forGVSU -s ilviiicoff ·campas 
·s2s for G . . . ty and staff 
(mn costs need to a:.e·appllect for addldooal tests or Jab world 
Services: Treatment for minor illJuries aad il1.lless 
_Coupi/Colds . · Strei,/Moao . 
IaJarles/Laceratioas Routine -Phpicak 
JJaps/GYN Exams · . Bh1h ControV SID :Sueealq . 
F1u Shots/TB Tests Lab/Xray/EKG/b's also 
Call 517 353-3614 
or check us out on the Web: 
http:// de p twww. ms u. e du/dept/summer I e 
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The ·-1:'9-97':St.udent Performing Arts· Fest 
• to perform atCalder Firze Arts Center 
BY HOLLY SPRAKER 
STAFF WRITER 
In an attempt .to provide GVSU 
students with tlie qpportunity to 
showcase their . perforrajng -arts 
talent, the Student Technical and 
Actors Guild for Entertainment 
(STAGE) w.i)J produce the 1997 
Student Per~_orming .A.rts Fe'st 
ftoin Jan. 30 · tci ~eQ. 1 iit' 8 p.m. 
and· on Feb. f at 2 p.m. in the 
Lo11is Armstrong Theatre of the 
Calderfine Ans building. · 
· Performers in this year's SPAF 
inchtde-GVSU's ·Improv Group, 
Dance .. Troupe, and various 
individuals in three separate 
student~written one-act plays. 
The· Student Perfonning Arts 
Fest (SPAF.), is in its second year 
as it accomµiodates tbe One~Act 
Festival:·_ Jlreviously · held at 
GVSlf for·nYne years. 
"The SPAF· just adds to the 
One-Acts Festival the chance for 
other performing artists such as 
the dancers and lmprov Group to 
perfoi:m as well,", said Sarah 
Miller, . STAGE president and 
director of !1 student-written one-
act play: 
"Last year, STAGE voted as an 
Ibl One-Acta 
.. 
organization whether to return to 
a production of just the student-
written one-acts, or to again, as 
we did last. year, open it to the 
lmprov Group and Dance 
Troupe. 
"We voted for the latter and 
then asked for scripts fodhe one-
''The SPAFjust adds 
to the One~Acts 
Festival the chance for 
other performing 
artists such as the 
dancers and Improv 
Group to pe,form 
as well," 
~Sarah Miller 
acts to be-submitted last winter," 
Miller explained. 
After reviewing potential 
scripts last summer,_ a committee 
from STAGE met last fall to 
determine which scripts were 
most eligible for the SPAF. 
Essays· were then submitted· by 
students interested in . directing 
the scripts. Those students 
chosen by a committee for 
directing the one-act plays· then 
held auditions for their plays last 
semester and are currently 
rehearsing for the SPAF. 
"The Dance Troupe decided 
among themselves which of their 
present piece would be good for 
this production, and the Improv 
Group has their garnes that they 
use for their own perfonnances 
that they choose from for SPAF," 
Miller said. 
While there are selection 
committees for the scripts, 
directors, and actors, the SPAF 
auditions are open to any Grand 
Valley student wishing to display 
his or her talents. 
Through the production of this 
year's SPAF, STAGE hopes to 
give GVSU students an 
opportunity to display their 
talents and . to stimulate an 
awareness of student talent at 
Grand Valley. Miller hopes that 
there will be "a greater 
attendance this year to . help 
accomplish the above two goals." 
Tickets for the 1997 SPAF are 
$3 for students and $4 for non 
students. For more infonnation, 
call Sarah Miller at 895-1429. 
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JFK 
BY CHRIS RANDALL 
STAFF WRITER 
to keep traditional Stone energy 
throughout its entire three 
hours. 
Ttjt(S.E3t.:.l.Jp . ..... by Sarah Brockman ........ directed by Chris Burlew 
. } ~-~~~~c}ro,:tY:-·::.by .. WiUiarll Cl.lff~fd.'._qi[~~te_~ by Dan Peretti and Mike Judd 
Oliver Stone's JFK is based 
on the true story of Jim 
Garrison, a New Orleans district 
attorney, who refuses to believe 
the government's depiction of 
the truth regarding the JFK 
assassination conspiracy. 
Kevin Costner's performance 
as the obsessed D.A. is 
accompanied by an all-star cast 
including Tommy Lee Jones, 
Joe Pesci, and John Candy. This 
film was honored with 
Academy Awards for both 
editing and cinematography. 
. gi ~~ ~-1~ever .St1<*-:to the. ~c_>ttolll: >:by: Bernadette' . t.aBuc;ia .... directed by Sarah Miller 
,;n,e Danece Pieces " ,-. . . · . Stone's portrayal of this 
historical event is poignant for 
younger generations as well as 
those who experienced it. 
Although the film c.an get a bit 
preachy, it seldom drags or 
loses the audience, and manages 
Let's-Get Funky .. choreographed by Sarah Prekel 
Possession ........... choreographed by Angela Morrison 
The Waitress ........... choreographed by Sarah Prekel 
Sometime Ago ........... choreographed by Nava Sivron 
CinemaTECH will present 
JFK at 9 p.m. on Wednesday, 
and at 7 p.m. on Friday in the 
Pere Marquette River room of 
the Kirkhof center. 
Lunchbreak Series Performances 
The Lunchbreak Series features professional-level music, theater, and dance performances. 
Events are held in either the Cook-DeWitt Center (CDC) or in the Louis Armstrong Theatre 
(LAT) located in the Calder Fine Arts Center. All events begin at noon, are approximately fifty 
minutes in length, and are open to the university community and the general public free of 
charge. 
February 
4 - Gregory Crowell, organist will present a program of harpsichord and organ music. CDC 
11 - The GRSO. under baton of John Varineau will present its "Mostly Mozart" program. LAT 
18 - Claire Aebersold. and Ralph Neiweem. duo-pianists will present program consisting 
entirely of the music of Schubert for piano 4-hands. CDC 
21 - Peter Bejito, cellist, featured on his recital at Grand Valley is music by Bach, Schumann 
and Shostakovich. CDC 
26 - Julia B~nttey. mezzo soprano will present a recital that will have as its centerpiece. IM. 
Joyous Cycle, music by Dominic Argento and poetry by Elizabeth Barret Browning. CDC 
March 
13 - Aerial Dance. a company in residence at Hope College will return to Louis Armstrong 
Theatre with several new works and at least one work from their repertoire. LAT 
21 - The Grand Valley State University facul~ String Quartet will feature on its concert a 
new quartet by American composer, Lois V. Vierk titled River Beneath the River. CDC 
27 - The Verdehr Trio. Walter Verdehr, violinist, Elsa Verdehr, clarinetist and Gary Kirkpatrick, 
pianist will return with a program that will include at least one piece commissioned by 
them. CDC 
Amil 
2 - !he Western Jazz Ouortet. jazz presented in the best manner by artistic players. CDC 
. . . 
. , 
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"Tartuffe" ..presented .bY 
Master Arts Community 
Theatre, a French com-
edy farce set in the 
1700s. Feb; 14-15, 20-
22. For more informa-
tion, call 531-5020. 
. . 
Audition Notice for 
"Shadowla·nds. '' 
Master Arts: Community 
Theatre ·will:hold ai.idi-
tio,ns af 1:p.m., Match 6 
and-1 o in their Grand 
Villag·e ~all location. 
Info.,. call 531 ~5020. 
· "Stomp'' pr~s·ented by 
James W. Miller . 
Auditorium. For informa-
tion ·and tickets, call ' 
(616).387~2300 or 1-
. 800-2289858 . . 
Rave held to benefit area's AIDS resource centers 
BY DAVID YONKMAN 
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR 
To help educate, raise 
awareness, and promote 
prevention, area businesses and 
The AIDS Resource Center 
teamed up to bring the third 
annual "Rave Against AIDS" to 
!he Orbit Room in Grand Rapids. 
All proceeds benefit the Grand 
Rapids and Holland AIDS 
Resource Centers. 
"The fastest growing 
population infected with 
HIV/AIDS is young people," 
said Jessica Grant, AIDS 
Resource Center HIV/ AIDS 
Educator, "so the 'Rave' is a fun 
way to reinforce the awareness 
and prevention message." 
Education programs at the 
AIDS Resource Center are free to 
the community, but materials are 
expensive. The "Rave" raises 
money so the AIDS Resource 
Center can continue to buy 
materials to educate the public. 
Proceeqs will also help provide 
food, housing, and medication 
for people Ii ving with 
HIV/AIDS. 
The "Rave Against Aids" is 
January 29, 1997 at the Orbit 
Room. Doors open at 9:00 p.m. 
and the Rave will continue until 
2:00 a.m. The cover charge is $3. 
For more infonnation, call 
(616) 459-9177. 
FRIDAY NITE · LIVE t 
January 17 ............................... Daddy Long Legs 
Blue Absence & TBA 
January 24 ....................................................... 256 
Dangerville Wildcats & Turtle Toe 
January 31 ............................................ Milkhouse 
Monkey Chuck & PotatoeBabies 
In February, look for The Roswells, 
Gravy, and Marangani Flow 
SUNDAY NITE OPEN MIC 
Hosted By the PotatoeBabies 
$1.00 Drafts Every Sunday 
$1.50 Imports Starts at 4:00 pm! 
$2.50 Pitchers INFO AND BOOKING HOTLINE (616) 356-8661 
72 Lake Micbi an Drive* Standale * 616 791-600 
Gerald,R. ·For:d . UICA and .Calvin.~. · 
Museuirr' Is/· · ' ·.· . · .. C9ll~ge perf~rm~rfe$ art 
.· show1ng"M~~g9.~: · . · :c1as.$Jkdvid~.:'tt e:';r.,re 
Rec~nt Pa,lii~rig~ ·and. . OPJ><?rtllnityJ6'.view'tw.o 
Sculpturet:and ~From· .·$venlngs of ;pe·rt9t .. \ ' . 
truman.and·Cllnton: . · ·mance:arfJan; 2t:and 
Pr,esidents dn tinie.;"·. 24·at a· p.m. :call 454-
451·--9263 or·451~92~.- 7000 -: · :? _·, \/ 
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~r forwud Erinli Yo-~ng h~lsts up one ofh!i' ~any shots around 
the rim Monday as Brad All~n (left).l°ooks on. GYSU moved_ Into 
first place lri'the' GLIAC with the win. Photo by c.D. Burge. 
, • ' ·! , , ',, r "· , , ,, .. , . . . ~,: . ...,:,;; ' . ' . ~\ . ., .. ·',• 
record. 
,..-·I ·n . a ipake-up game against 
,:·: Saginaw Vall~y University. 
.. ' e'arlier this week., · Grand 
The. Lakers . are currently 
ranked in the .nation in a couple 
of statisiical categories. The 
Lakers are sitting 14th in the · 
nation with 8.9 three pointers per 
game with 124 total on the 
season. 
oriented concept," explained 
Smith, who has been playing, as 
many as ten Lakers per: n_ight. 
"We have guys that are willing 'to 
work bard; aria they know 'wben 
they need to play well." 
· ; .,. VaUey reinforced their position 
.:-·'.as the pre-season favorite in the 
. ·oi:eat Lakes Intercollegiate 
'· '-:Athletic Conference (GLIAC) 
< North Division with a decisive 
:--~f-65. victory over the visiting 
. Cardinals. . 
·. The (akers, led by senior Joe 
, Modderman, disposed of sysu 
using team defense to hold 
. Saginaw to only 45.9 percent 
from the floor and 31.3 percent 
from the three-point line. 
. While Saginaw w~nt cold 
· behind three-point· land, Grand 
Valley shot 68.2 perce1: t from 
.beyond the arc. Modderman, 
· who came into the game fourth in 
the nation in scoring with 25.7 
points per game,. scored 25 
points, including 5-5 from three 
point land.· 
_ Hot-shooting sixth man, 
sophomore J.P. Huntington went 
3-5 from three point land off the 
bench. 
Steve Davis, Ennis Young and 
.. Tony Miller all scored in double 
figures off the bench. Davis also 
added nine rebounds as the 
Lalcers won the rebound war with 
an 38-26 edge. 
With a recent victory over 
Northwood, the Lakers are atop 
the GLIAC North Division with 
an 8-2 record, with Northwood 
sitting at second with a 5-3 
With defense being a big key to 
Grand Valley's suc~ess,. the 
Lakers are 18th in the country 
with field · goal . percentage 
defense, with opponents oniy 
shooting 40.2 percent in games 
against the Lakers. 
According to Head Coach Jay 
Smith, being ranked in the nation 
is a team thing. 
"As a coach, it is great to see · 
the team committed to playing 
defense and to strive to continue 
it," said first-year coach Smith. 
Moddennan, besides being 
fourth in the mJ.tion in scoring, is 
14th in three· point percentage. 
Tb~ senior forward has .made 41 
of 79 from three-point range, for 
52 percent on the season. 
Smith, who had predicted that 
Modderman could be an All-
American this season, was 
pleased to see the success the 
Allendale native bas brought to 
the team. 
"He is a player that does it 
quietly," said Smith. "He has 
·worked very hard for it." 
According to Smith: selfless 
play has led to many more 
players getting into big games 
like Northwood and Saginaw 
Valley. 
"We really have a team-
Hea<iing into tonight's cross-
division game S:.2, Coach Smith 
and the rest of the Lakers will be
filled with mixed emotions. They 
will be facing former GVSU 
assistant coach Roger Lyons, 
who left early in the season to 
coach Ashland. 
Current assistant Randy Helfer 
was brought in to replace Lyons 
just before the season began. 
Helfer formerly coached at Kent 
State University. 
"It's always emotional," said 
Smith, who just . got done 
coaching against his Alma Mater 
and fonner coach. "But once the 
ball is tossed up in the air, you 
have to Jet the teams play." 
Ashland will be coming into 
the game well prepared, said 
Smith', and they will be Jed by 
newly returned Rob Wynager. 
"Roger will have them ready to 
play," said Smith. 
The Lakers take a break from 
conference game, when they 
travel to Indiana-University 
Purdue University at Indianapolis 
for a non-conference game before 
playi_ng GLIAC South Division 
leader Oakland on the road. 
The Lakers end their season 
with three games on the road, but 
not before having three straight 
home gaines, where the Lakers 
have yet to lose. 
spotlight on ... school basketball. "I asked her where she wa,; going 10 school, 
and she said 'Nowhere'. I knew 
she could play at this level." Sara Bull 
Hull has exploded for a 16.1 
points per game average. She is 
currently seventh in the Great 
Lakes Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference 
(GLIAC) in scoring and 
three-point field goals 
per game. 
AU this after almost 
not being recruited at all. 
"I got a lot of letters 
from some out-of-state 
colleges," Hull said, "but 
I wanted to go 
somewhere in 
Michigan." 
Hull came from class 
B Sparta, only a few 
miles up the road from 
Grand Valley. Her high 
school career was 
,. marked by losing 
seasons, coaching 
)iijl :;~!1:r;:f bei:dthe s\~ 
'°I of her team. 
"My coach said that if I played 
S ometimes, it's easy to see college ball, I would just sit on the secret of someone's the bench," explained GVSll's success. leading scorer. "To me, I didn't 
GVSU sophomore forward care where I played. a.~ long as I 
Sara Hull wears a smiley-face played." 
necklace, a result of GYSU Hull made her way 10 Grand 
athletic trainers always Valley via Laker head coach 
commenting on how much she Claudette Charney, who had 
smiles. found out about her from sources 
How can things be anything at the Grand Rapids Press. 
but positive? Also helping.i(l!he process was 
While the women's team may Leroy Hackley, GYSU's Director 
be struggling to find itself, Hull of Health, Recreation, and 
has more than ex.ceeded her Wellness. 
expectations already. "I was working one of Sara's 
From seemingly out of games," said Hackley, who 
nowhere going into the season, referees both college and high 
Once into. the program, Hull's 
first year was marked by more 
time on the bench than not. "I 
was very overwhelmed," Hull 
said. "I didn't know what 10 
expect then, but now I know a 
little better." 
Keeping to an off-season 
workout prognun, Hull worked 
herself into shape, and came back 
ready to face the '96-'97 
campaign. 
Still, she never expected to be 
such a force in the Laker lineup. 
"I didn't expect any of this." 
Hull said. ''My goals were to start 
one game and make some 
contributions off the bench." 
Hull came out and promptly 
scored 21 points in her first game 
against Cornerstone College. She 
followed two weeks later with a 
season high 32 against 
Mercyhurst. and has not looked 
back. 
"No one knew who I was." said 
the forward. .., had to take 
advantage of that." 
Chances are. more teams will 
know who she is this year. 
Despite Hull's success. her team 
is only 6-9, and some of that 
record Hull takes upon herself. 
"I have to be more consistent. 
more of a team leader. I need 10 
play better late in games, too. We 
have a good team, but we need to 
get better." 
And strong play by both the 
Lakers and HuU ought to give 
more reasons for everyone to 
smile. 
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UPCOMING.lVENTS < ,: 
. · . -~ketb~I . . ... 
·, Jan. 23 . (Thurs.) Ashl~d : (M/W) 6 pm 
: · 'Jan. 25 (SatJ iUPtif (W) ,1 pm 
'.: Jan. 25 (Sat.) IUPUI (M) 7:30 pm 
, Swimming 
:" Jan. 24 (Fri.) Alblon (M/W) 
;~: ,6:30 pm 
r· .· . . 
., Jan·; 2? (Sun.) at Oakland 
~-diving (M/W) 1 pm 
Indoor Track 
,· Jan;: 24 (Fri.), at Saginaw · 
Vall~y state (M/W) 6 pm 
Hockey 
Jan. 24 (Fri.) at Lawrence 
f., Jech at Southfield 9 pm 
· Jan. 25 (Sat.) at Calvin 
_College (Kentwood) 9 pm 
Part-Time Security guat.ds 
needed for local company. 
Excellent-opportunity for 
students with: Criminal 
Justice interests. 
Pay is $8.00/ hour. 
Call Solutiorurfor details. 
( 616) 396-5557 
.. .. - . . . - ·. ·, .·, ... , . -, . . ' ----· ---------·-----·----
GVSU guaa:d. ~oll~n _Hipp ~v~n'ts Sagina~ Valley'~ Jenny ltomine,I froin dn~ing the lane;· howe~~r. the I $2 00 ·'s· · 1-1 N' . -r lJ 'El n s I 
1.a1ce .. could•'• _. ... d .. ~ .. ~· ,hotth••,... hem •:•i• ,1 .. h-•'""'""''· ,,,,, •• c.o.s,..,. : . :_ , • , ,, : . • U. • f ·rl_w n : . 
3.5-footer buries Lakers 1n two-loss week· :wHeNvou·sHowrH1s·coupoNANPVouRGvsu,.o.: 
BY C.D. BURGE "We lack a go-to player," said the losses, they are only three I ONE COUPON PER P~RSON. EXPIRES 1--a1-97 I 
SPORTS EDITOR ~ull, who ~nished with a team- games behind third-place Ferris •pl· :A-v .--·1>·:·A·~s ER' ~T::'·Jl,::.G ,. 
high 16 points and ten boards. State. I . I\ J ' L.K · . , · l'M 1 1 
Ifs sometimes hard to get any "We have to have someone to get GVSU will still be at home for I . · · · · " I head basketball coach to the ball to late in the game." two games, as they face GLIAC 1 . · . REGULAR RATES · I admit that close losses are The Saginaw Valley loss was foe Ashland on Thursday, then I ONLY $3.00 WEEKDAYS AND $4.00 HOLIDAYS & WEEKENDS' 
harder to stomach than other most crushing, however, as a Indiana-Purdue University at I __..--=----,.-- I 
losses. great Laker effort was negated by Indianapolis. Ashland is 6-2 in I ,-...--.-------- • 
If you talk to GVSU women's . the Cardinal's 35-foot three- the GLIAC's South Division, and I . Lk Michl an Dr. I 
head basketball coach Claudette p6inter with no time on the clock. has played very well. I a· • . · Piere~ I 
Charney, there is no greater truth. ..We outplayed Saginaw Charney and company know I 1 . · ·. ; : ; ] ~ I 
"We've had as many close Valley," Charney said. "We that they have to win, and win 
1
1 U _ · __ .____ . . . "' ~6',0/l>'.I/H/Zlf; •1 losses as I can put up with," she played as well as we could, and now J 
said. lost on a fluke shot." "We gave everything we had, 
1
1 301 BALOW. IN .c : 
The takers dropped two games Up until the final shot, GVSU but still lost," the coach said. ~ 
last week by a total of eight had out-rebounded, out-shot, and "Whatever happens, we will go 1JENISQN Ml 49428 I ' 
points, bringing their losing out-hustled the Cardinals. Senior after Ashland." I · ' • Boldwtn I 
streak to six games. guard Melissa Stahl broke out of I 457 .-5252 . . ... ~EIJ~RS , _ , I 
After Thursday's game against a mini scoring drought with a 1 • - • - - - - • - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - 1 
Saginaw Valley State was team-high 17 points, including 
canceled due to weather, the two threes. 
Lakers dropped _a tough home The turning point, however, 
loss on Saturday to Northwood, was a 63-all tie that the Lakers 
72-67. could not add to in four trips 
The Lakers could not stop down the floor. 
Northwood senior Lisa Cote, Senior Louise Lodgberg saw 
who poured in 30 points to go limited action, but managed to 
with nine rebounds. grab two rebounds. Lodberg was 
GVSV could not make any key expected to be out of action with 
shots down the stretch, as they a knee injury for at least a couple 
were a dismal 33 percent of more weeks. 
shooting from inside the three- On the injured side. sophomore 
point line. guard Amy Rehmann injured her 
"We were never in a position to ankle against Northwood and 
win," said Charney. "We did not didn't play Saturday. She is 
make any key shots, either." expected to return for Thursday's 
Although four players were in game. 
double figures, forward Sara Hull The losses dropped the Lakers 
said that they needed a big to 1-9 (6-9 overall) in the Great 
contribution in the closing Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic 
minutes. Conference (GLIAC). Even with 
Attention GVSU Men: 
THE 
~entl~m ·e,n's 
~uort~rs 
. Barbee Sofon 
UST .z M:tLES 
FR.<:'.>-"41. GVSUl .1 I 
Hours: Lue Ml. Dr. 
M-Th 1Q~S 
Fri 10~5 
Sa-t s-z .,·i.,. Bauer 
r-I Q~§!f 
Stucten~ · I.D. required 
- - a,m..&.oo- -Phones 669-1215 
_1 
Free "Flavored Crust" - Original - Sesame - Butter -
Aye - Poppy - Garlic - Cajun - Buttered Cheese 
BLOCKBUSTER 
DEAL 
ONE LARGE PIZZA 
WITH 2-ITEMS 
DELIVERED FOR 
TRIPLE TOPPER 
2 SMALL ............... $8.99 
2 MEDIUM ......... $11.99 
2 LARGE ........ s14.99 I 
i.·. 
' ' .' . t • .•• • • . 
14
.-•. ,~ -: .. 14~ . : .. .. 18P .ORTS .... 
"' ··· .. ' ..... ~ ,., ... : ·, .. ::. .. .. '.· .. ~, \: . . ·· .. ·: . . :• . . .·· ·. . . . . ' 
-F irst/·m:ulti~tea-m. -~om pet .it ion-~ .f 9,:1:·  ~r,a~~-: 
tearil at\Laker ::lnv.itati ·onal · · · · · · --·· .· ... · 
·,-:.•' . .· . . . ·. ' 
BY C.D. BURGE 
'SPORTS EDITOR 
"I think we're about where I 
thought we'd be," Friberg said. "I 
tried not to be too strategic for 
Although the indoor_ track this meet. Basically, I tried to get season is in _its infancy, the best situations for the atNetes GVSU is making some that I could." 
strides in the right direction. While there weren't many firsr-
Friday's Laker Invitational at place finishes for any Laker 
the fieldhouse showcase_d some competitors, the teams finished 
tough competition for Grand strongly overall. · Although 
Valley, as ·they finished fourth Saginaw Valley was well above 
amongst the· women and third in the rest of the field, the Laker 
the men's portion of the· meet. men's team scored 85 points, 
Both divisions were won by only one behind second-place 
Saginaw Valley State, who joined Siena Heights. The women were 
Ferris State~ and Lalce Superior only 15 points out of second. 
Staie as representatives from the Friberg explained. that these 
Great Lakes Intercollegiate - meets are in preparation .for the, 
Athletic Conference~ (GLIAC). GLIAC championships, which is 
Other schools parti~ipating were the only event that truly counts. 
Siena Heights; Central Michigan, "We are using ·these meets for 
Lansing· Community College, . fine-tuniryg," Friberg said. "We 
Aquinas C91lege, and Hope videotape . every event, and 
College. 1 . basically try to focus on more 
Laker hcaq coach Bill Friberg specific things." 
wasn't disappoint~. however. The Lakers did place one first-
The 
Court 
Jesters! 
wrrn C.D. BURGE, TuE ALL· 
KNOWLEDGABLE NEWMS'lcR, 
AND THE BLEACHER CREAnJRES 
·'Not mucb ·-room,· sofot's go! 
TOPTEN 
(Burge, Newmster,Creatures) 
I.Kansas, Kan., Kansas 
2.Clemson, CU, Clemson 
3.Kentucky, Utah, Maryland 
4.Wake Forest, Wake, Utah 
5.Utah, Arizona, Iowa St. 
6.Cincinatti, Maryland, Cinci 
7.Maryland, Cinci, Louisville 
8. Villanova, Tulane, Minn. · 
9.Louisville, Tux., Oregon St 
JO.Minnesota, Xavier, Mich. 
... TO THE MATCHUPS 
Duke at Maryland 
Burge: So how about them 
'Terps? Booth is not the only 
player on this team.as guys like 
Jaskivicius have turned their 
game up a notch. In the ACC, all 
bets are off. Duke by 4. 
Newmster: Greg Newton is a 
force, I mean a farce , inside. 
Maryland will just have to watch 
in awe. Duke by 12. 
Creatures:Well, the Dukies 
0 
think they have things back on 
track, but they don't understand 
that Profit and Booth are two of 
the best players in the league. 
Terps by 1. 
Michigan at Michigan State 
Burge: If only they could have 
the conference game count when 
it's at State ... MSU by 2. 
Newmster: Maybe Michigan 
will be victorious, position 
themselves for a good season, a 
possible #1 seed ... Hey, wasn't 
that Lucifer walking out of the 
meter dash . in the same spot. 
Kelly Driggers was the only top-
three finjsher for the· Laker 
women; .coming in third in the 
long jump 11t just over l 7 .feet . . 
For now, th~ emphasis has 
shifted towards competition for . 
the whole Laker track squad, 
"You. practice so long . in 
October, it's good to get·out and 
compete,"· said Friberg. "Right 
now, we work on things like 
mental imagery, focus and 
preparation, using good form, 
things like that." 
another <:rack .. at Saginaw . Valley 
on Friday, when they travel to the 
Tri-cities area . for an open 
invitational. Other GLIAC 
schools will likely snow. 
Burlington Coat Factory? It 
doesn't look like he bought 
anything. MSU by 36. 
C~atures: This is the· first 
. game since Mateen Cleaves 
flipped over ~o · Taylor's 
Explorer while driving drunk. 
Most of the Aini guys from East 
Lansing only went there because 
they could go home to smoke 
crack every weekend. The 
Wolverines will win by the total 
of Cleave's ACT score. 
Michigan by 11. 
EVERY\SATURDAY NIGHT 
6:dOPM··.:=cALVARYCHURCH 
:· ~=<:. :-~ .. . . . ~; .. -:-; ~; . . . . . . . 
~ iil~~~;:;~!~!:: :!f  i ~; : ::::s-.:; 
CMAPIIS v,e,w 
APARTMENTS 
CAu 895-,'17S 
or 
9yq-~177 
· ., . .. ·. 
·=-CLASSIFIEDS-· PLUS. . Thursday, ,,January 9, · 19'7 ·• 15. ' ' '' , .. ,., • .· • ,t I ", : 
' QP, ORTUf,IITY ·. Hey Women! Female roommate 
. .': \ .. ·· · n.eeded: ·cute 2 bedroom apt in Taking spring and summer class-
es and want a·: place near cam-
..!_··, -.·:, ·,· :,' -•. - • • 
For only $0.10 per word you can 
place a Lanthom classified ad. 
Call the La.nthorn office ·af 895-
2460; or stop in to 100 Commons. 
tf 
AA.Al Spring Break '97. Cancun, 
. 'Jamaica, & Bahamasll I 7/nights 
_: w/airJrom· $39$. Enjoy Daily Free 
· Drink ·Partfos. No Cover @ Best 
• · Bars & .. Group discounts I I I 
•• :endless· Summer Tours 1-800-234-
7007. (2-20) 
. SAVE MONEY ON TRAVEL! 
·Airlines, Hotels, Cruises, more 
. MAKE MONEY ON TRAVEL! No-
f!L. ::risk in.come & Fund Raising 
Grandville. · Equal distance· from 
both campuses. Rent $225.00 plus 
utilities. Call Jill 532-6325. (1-23) 
. pus? Townhouse on Filmore 2 ·. · 
miles away from campus avail- _' 
_ .... , . 
SPRI\G BREAK '97 
Roommate needed for 1997-98 ;:~cefrf:~u~~~ ~~-5~~0:i~.gT~~ Janiaica~.:~;;;~.Fr~ri.1$3~ 
School year, possibly Summer bedrooms, 1 1/2 bath, backyard Cancun ....... ~ . From $399 
also. Looking for -a clean, light patio and volleyb~II court. CaU Baham~s ........ From '$369 
d~nking M or F to share a 2 ~ed~ Mary, ·Jen or Adrian at 669-4073,. . : .. •. - _ :. .. · .; . : ,, · 
room apartment at . Co~onwood for more information. (1/30),, · · Ffor1da~ .... ~ .. ~.From. i $~ 
For(est, Apts in Jenison." Ren,t.,~jll . . . · . , , Panama City. Daytona; Kcy-Ylest &Ft Laude. 
b.e Si42~S25o a month per person,. ANNOUNCEMENT··. =~E~~-~i""~Y)~,>-·: . .. 
rent includes heat. Renter. will . . '. •RoandTripTrll!' fer, . , . ~~ ., ' 
. . . . . . ·Pr•·Atranp,d rn!('Oll nlJ 
8IS0 h8Ve his/her OWri tiedrOOm, . · •l)eily Free-Drink Parties " . . 
For more information, c·au Ron@. Granddaddyfun~ma~te.rBUR_GE ., . :E:,:/4~~b . . •.. ' ·. ·· ·. · .; 
892-5391. (1-23) needs to get anij haircut, a 10~ ... · Cam us·Re · Ja · 895 6191 I I 
and a smaller car. Keep the : 
· One female to take over lease at . sweetdaddyjones jacket, that's .. 
GV apartments. $165 a month. pretty cool. (1/30) 
Contact Amy, .Kelly, 'or Sara :·at 
. 892-9140. (f~30) 
I·:ndll'"" SumnH'r Tour-, 
1-800-234- 7007 
\ I 1 \ I 1, 1, ·1 , ,lid 
\111, 11, Iii I ' I' l l'" i ) 1,,' ' I 
toFf ' 'd{fiijf''i'f VOYAGE EXPEDITIONS & TRAVEL 
call$, .· booklets,, .·Jnformation, 
CO Os, etc. Reply with caution. 
ATTENTION 
We have current information con-
cerning abortion, infanticide, 
assisted suicide, euthanasia, 
adoption, and Crisis Pregnancy 
Centers. Contact: Right to Life of 
Holland Area, 100 S. Waverly Rd., 
Holland, Ml., 49423. Phone 396-
1037 Our Website: http:// 
www.rtl.org E-mail: info@rtl.org 
(4-17) BOX 
For all those who send com-
plaints, opinions and concerns to 
friends through e-mail, send them 
to someone who can help you 
make a difference. The Lanthorn 
wants to hear from you. Please 
call Robin at 895-2464. 
Spring Break '97. Panama Citylll 
Boardwalk Beach Resort $129 
7/nights Beachfront, Daily Free 
Drink Parties, Walk to Best 
Barslll Group Discountslll 
Endless Summer Tours 1-800-234-
7007. (2-20) 
RENT A CAR TRUCK OR VAN 
Wee.kend specials-most be 19 
with major credit card. Advance 
Rent A Car-532-9100 (4-17) 
FREE..T~SHIRT +$1,000 Credit card, 
fundraisers for fraternities. soror-
ities, & groups. Any campus orga-
nization can raise up to $1,000 by 
earning a whopping $5.00NISA 
application. Call 1-800-932-0528 
ext. 65 Qualified callers receive 
FREE T-SHIRT (4-3) 
EARN $500 or more weekly stuff-
ing envelopes at home send long 
SASE to : Country Living 
Shoppers, Dept. R38, P.O. Box 
1779, Denham Springs, LA 
70727.(2-6) 
FOR SALE 
6 carat diamond engagement 
g. Appraised at $7000. Asking 
00. For details call 532-9376. 
6) 
HOUSING 
ROOM FOR RENT In home of 
GVSU professor. Located in 
Eastown. Kitchen privileges. ind. 
utilities. References & deposit 
$195. Want quiet, studious per-
son. Call Ext 3198 or 459-1244. (1-
23) 
One nonsmoking male roommate 
needed as soon as possible to 
join three others, Will be to live in 
the new Country Place 
Apartments going up next to 
'Campus West Rent is $2400. 0 
for a 10 month lease & utilities 
will be split up between all four 
people. If interested, please con-
tact either Eric Hoffman or Bill 
Menge at (616) 837-1781. 
I 16 • .~be Jlantbor~-
. •'., 
Take adua ntage of UBS 
* Rf terwards [af e
*~tamps 
*Magazines 
* l ~% off Ir ade Books 
*Greeting Cards 
*[-Mail lerminals 
• · 11:~-' 
seruices! 
UBS Hours: 
- - -- --- ----- -- - -- -
Mon-Thurs: 7:30-6:00 
Fri: 7:30-4:30 
Sat: 10:00-4:30 
UNIVERSITY 
UBS 
BOOKSTORE 
